
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of content director.
We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply
for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for content director

Build and manage a freelance network of writers, editors, video directors and
producers
Leverage industry relationships to create new partnerships appropriate for
the B/R brand
Provide day-to-day management of relationships with key ad partners that
will ensure ongoing value is delivered and partnerships are strengthened
Strategize editorial and operational best practices for branded content
creation and scaling production
Improve B/R's competitive position by gathering market intelligence and
monitoring the competition
Regional Marketing planning and strategy - you will work with APAC
Marketing leads to develop and shape content strategy
Pan-APAC deals & opportunities (includes pushing partners like Google) and
raise opportunities for innovative bespoke creative assets with Originals
marketing team
Localization and adaptation of campaigns - you will oversee the localization
and adaptation of global campaign materials
Work cross functionally with peers in PR, Social Media, Publicity, Business
Development to assure focus areas are aligned on strategy and execution
Work with Creative Executives to manage execution of media sponsorships,
oversee the day-to-day development and delivery of creative advertising
campaign strategies and materials for upcoming films
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Minimum 3 years of building and leading teams
Creative thinker with an analytical mindset
Great communicator who I comfortable with a spreadsheet and presenting to
advertisers
10+ years of consumer insights experience, preferably within a network or
studio environment
Have managed others in a fast paced environment
Be ready for an all-embracing thrill ride in a unique space where what we say
really matters (and we are invited to talk A LOT)


